
Trip Report: Nicaragua (June 2010)
 

Trip dates: June 22nd - July 13th, 2010 (3 weeks)

Submitted by:   Mitchell Li.  2nd year medical student at UMass Medical School.

   email address:  mitchell.li@umassmed.edu

Description: I spent three weeks primarily in León, Nicaragua advancing previous efforts led by Michael

Chin and Mick Godkin to improve the health of several rural communities surrounding León, while also

taking significant time to improve my Spanish.  I traveled alone and stayed with a host family arranged by

the Spanish school throughout the majority of the trip.  Consistent with Dr. Chin’s previous trips, I took a

holistic approach by incorporating economic development and education in addition to clinical

shadowing and donations.

For a more in depth report/guide, please see my full trip report which is accessible to anyone with internet

access (though Google documents).  Links to specific sections of the full trip report are provided

throughout this document.

 

1. Spanish Language Improvement

I spent 40 hours taking Spanish classes (4 hrs/day for 2 weeks).  The Casa de Cultura teaches classes solely

in Spanish, but the classes were one-on-one and I was able to make significant progress from my

beginner/intermediate starting point. 

2. Health: El Tololar Health Clinic

I am the first student to rotate/shadow at the rural health clinic in El Tololar with Doctora Maria Estela

Urrutia.  I spent four full days at the clinic (1 more than originally planned).  Although I shadowed and

gained some clinical experience, I would not describe the clinical experience as the focus as I have had

more in depth experiences elsewhere. Significant aspects to this part of my trip are listed below:

• Continued to make inroads with the health care practitioners which staff the clinic with the

intention of improving the relationship between the El Tololar clinic and UMass.  
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• Developed a full list of staff members including contact information if available

• Brought several donations including dental instruments, toothbrushes, a glucometer as well as

glucometer strips, sterile gloves.

• Clarified the clinic’s “wish list” including researching where to buy an autoclave in León.

• Updated the bus and travel information as well as the schedule for the clinic.

• Accompanied the clinic staff on “health brigades” (i.e., public health activities and home visits) on

Thursdays. 

3. Economic Development (i.e., Microloan project)

Left to Right: Tyler Sinclair, Mario Mungia, Mitch Li at the organic farm which is run by Mario Mungia

In June 2010, Dr. Michael Chin, Tyler Sinclair (a Peace Corps volunteer), and Wilmar Rivas (a resident of

the Tololar community in Nicaragua) started a microloan program (which is named the “Microloans for

Community Health” programs).  I met with Tyler Sinclair, Wilmar Rivas, and Mario Munguia (who is a

recipient of a microloan program).  The doctor of the Tololar health clinic suggested building an extra

room connected to the clinic to house UMMS students.  Tyler Sinclair and I both did not particularly like

this idea (as students could get more out of a home stay, whether rural or urban), so we tried to steer away

from this idea.  The items accomplished are listed below:

• Took videos of Tyler and Mario explaining what the micro loan would be used for and touring the

organic farm.  These videos can be used for Dr. Chin’s website (which is in development).

• Delivered a fully functioning laptop (running Windows Vista) to Tyler Sinclair and Wilmar Rivas.

The laptop will be used for the microloan program for the next few, months and then will be

donated to the elementary school in El Porvenir.

• Installed “Dropbox” on the laptop prior to delivery to store microfinance related files.  This will

allow low maintenance syncing of files with anyone else with whom the folder is shared.  
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4. Education: Computer School

Fernando Lopez, a resident of El Porvenir who volunteers his time to teach in the local school 

I met with Fernando Lopez in El Porvenir where Dr. Chin and previous UMMS students have made

progress in the past.  Here I clarified current happenings with World Vision.  He reports that there are still

plans to build a computer school, but World Vision has not been in contact with him as of late. Sayda is

the World Vision contact in Nicaragua.  Sayda’s phone number is (505 country code +) 88676918.  
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